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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, my name is Michelle Morris and I am the Permit Coordinator for the Aquaculture section for F&G. I facilitate the processing of aquatic resource permits for marine research and propagation and all aquatic farm related permitting. Today I will be talking about both types of permitting with the Alaska Department of Fish and Game.



ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 

MISSION 
To protect, maintain, and improve the fish, game, and aquatic plant 
resources of the state, and manage their use and development in the 
best interest of the economy and the well-being of the people of the 
state, consistent with the sustained yield principle.

1988 Aquatic Farm Act Implementation - AK Statutes 16.40.100-199

Aquatic Farming Regulations – 5 AAC 41.200-41.400

Presenter
Presentation Notes
F&G mission statement. In 1988 Aquatic Farm Act established the regulatory authority to permit aquatic farming (AS 16.40.100-199). The Department of Fish and Game regulates aquatic farming under 5 AAC 41.200-41.400.



WHAT IS AQUATIC FARMING?

• “Aquatic farm” by definition in Alaska statute means a facility that grows, 
farms, or cultivates aquatic farm products in captivity or under positive control.

• “Positive control” means, for mobile species, enclosed within a natural or 
artificial escape-proof barrier; for species with limited or no mobility, such as 
a bivalve or an aquatic plant, “positive control” also includes managed 
cultivation in unenclosed water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, I will talk about Aquatic Farming. What is an aquatic farm?An Aquatic farm, as defined in Alaska statute, means a facility that grows, farms, or cultivates aquatic farm products (for commercial sale) in captivity or under positive control.Positive control means for mobile species, it must be enclosed within a natural or artificial escape-proof barrier or for species with limited or no mobility, such as a bivalve or an aquatic plant, “positive control” also includes managed cultivation in unenclosed water



WHAT ARE THE WAYS TO OPERATE AN 
AQUATIC FARM IN ALASKA? 

1. Aquatic Farm Operation Permit – Natural Set
• Allows for the collection of natural setting species, that are listed on the 

operation permit, for sale. Only species that were preexisting or have 
naturally settled on the site or gear may be harvested. 

2. Aquatic Farm Operation Permit – Cultured
• Allows for the sale of species, listed on the operation permit, that are 

grown from: 
• Hatchery/nursery produced seed or 

• from juvenile wild stock organisms collected through an aquatic stock 
acquisition permit.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two ways a person can be involved in aquatic farming, meaning the culture and commercial sale of aquatic plants, shellfish, or invertebrates.Aquatic farm operation permit – natural set. An aquatic farm may have species included in their operation permit that they are allowed to harvest and sell depending on the type of culture method. For on bottom culture this could include clams that were preexisting before permit issuance or naturally settled on the site. For suspended culture, species that have naturally settled on their gear maybe be harvested if listed on the permit. This can include aquatic plants and invertebrates.AFOP – cultured. There are two ways a farm can obtain and sell cultured species. 1. Is to get seed from a permitted hatchery or other farm through a stock transport permit. 2. is to get an aquatic stock acquisition permit to collect wild stock juveniles for transport directly to the farm site for further rearing and harvest. 



MAJOR STATE, FEDERAL, LOCAL AUTHORIZATIONS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is an overview of state, federal and local authorizations that may be required to be an aquatic farmer. ADF&G issues 3 types of permits: operation permit, stock transport permit, and aquatic stock acquisition permit which I will talk about later. Special area permits are required for operations in the Kachemak Bay Critical Habitat Area. The NOAA Permitting Portal has a great overview of all the agencies and permissions involved in getting an aquatic farm. http://akaquaculturepermitting.org/ 



ARTICLE 2. AQUATIC FARMING
Section 16.40.105 CRITERIA FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS

(1) The physical and biological characteristics of the proposed farm or hatchery 
location must be suitable for the farming or the shellfish or aquatic plant proposed;

(2) The proposed farm or hatchery may not require significant alterations in traditional 
fisheries or other existing uses of fish and wildlife resources;

(3) The proposed farm or hatchery may not significantly affect fisheries, wildlife, or 
their habitats in an adverse manner;

(4) The proposed farm or hatchery plans, and staffing plans must demonstrate 
technical and operational feasibility; and

(5) The proposed farm site may not include more than an insignificant population of a 
wild stock, on the site, of a shellfish species intended to be cultured.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aquatic farm application is a joint agency form with ADNR and ADF&G. When ADF&G reviews an application for an aquatic farm or hatchery, these are the criteria we look for.#1: the site must be suitable for the species proposed to be cultured; #2: the proposed farm operation can not conflict significantly with existing uses; #3: will the proposed farm operation may not negatively impact existing fish and wildlife or their habitat; #4: the proposed farm plan demonstrates technical and operational feasibility; and #5: the proposed farm site may contain not contain more than an insignificant population of wild stock for shellfish.



5 AAC 41.240 REVIEW AND DETERMINATION CRITERIA 

1. Physical and biological characteristics 
of the location are suitable for culture.

Protected - Exchange rates, water temps, 

currents, salinity, food availability, light, and 

suspended sediments

For Suspended culture - Water depth is sufficient 

to prevent gear from grounding and impacting 

benthos under structures

Health and abundance of eelgrass and kelp beds 

maintained

Operation not located with 300 ft of mouth of 

anadromous fish stream

2. Proposed operations does not 
significantly alter an established use.

3. Operations compatible with fish and 
wildlife resources in the area.

Predator control methods have been designed to 
minimize impacts on non-targeted fish and 
wildlife.

 No adverse impact to seabird colonies, sea lion 
haulouts / rookeries, seal haulouts and pupping 
areas, walrus haulouts.

No adverse impacts to endangered and 
threatened species recovery and habitat 
protection efforts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These next two slides paraphrase regulatory review and determination criteria. These items in regulation pertain to meeting our statutory requirements by asking the questions 1) is the site suitable for species proposed to be cultured; 2) are there conflicts with existing uses; 3) will the proposed farm operation negatively impact existing fish and wildlife or their habitat? These questions should be addressed in the application and project description.



5 AAC 41.240 REVIEW AND DETERMINATION CRITERIA 

4. For on-bottom culture proposals for all 
other indigenous species where wild stock 
exists, the commissioner has offered an 
opportunity to harvest species.

6. The proposed aquatic farm site contains 
an insignificant population of the species 
intended for culture as determined by 5 
AAC 41.235

5. The proposed aquatic farm operation 
and development plan demonstrates 
feasibility by describing:

Improve productivity of species intended for 

culture above what would occur in natural 

conditions.

 Any support facilities, culture gear, and 

anchoring systems will be installed and 

maintained.

The projected harvest rotation schedule is 

consistent with the life history of the species 

intended for culture.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continuing from the previous slide. Items 4 and 6 apply to on-bottom culture, which pertains to our statutory requirement #5.  The definition of “insignificant population” for clams and geoduck can be found in regulation 5 AAC 41.235.Item #5 in regulation pertains to our statutory requirement that proposed farm plan demonstrates technical and operational feasibility through the project description1. improvement of productivity of species intended for culture above what would occur in natural settings. 2. Installation schedule of support facilities, culture gear, and anchor systems3. The projected harvest rotation schedule is consistent with the life history of the species intended for culture.Examples of improvement of productivity of species include predator exclusion, reduction of competing species, importation of seed, habitat improvement. 



ADF&G PERMITS

1.  Aquatic Farm/Hatchery Operation Permit (AFOP) - 10 years

To operate an aquatic farm or hatchery including acquire, 
possess, and sell aquatic farm products.

2.  Stock Transport Permit (STP) - 1 year 

To transfer stock to, from, or between an aquatic farm, 
hatchery, or stock acquisition site

3.  Aquatic Stock Acquisition Permit (ASP) - 1 year

To collect wild stock from outside an aquatic farm site for 
the purpose of providing broodstock or seed stock to an 
aquatic farm or hatchery intending to acquire wild stock for 
culture.

Fees: a. if culturing clams an on-bottom survey is needed to assess  
clam abundance (subtidal - $5000/day) and intertidal ($2000/day); 

b. renewal or transfer of operation permit ($100)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The three types of permits that are issued by ADF&G are the Aquatic Farm and Hatchery Operation Permit, Stock Transport Permit, and Aquatic Stock Acquisition Permit. The Operation Permit is issued for 10 years and allows a permit holder to operate an aquatic farm or hatchery. This is the Joint Agency application. Once this is submitted to DNR, you do not need to apply separately for the AFOP. The Stock Transport Permit is issued for one year and is required to transfer stock in waters of the state to, from, and between operations and the stock acquisition site. An Aquatic Stock Acquisition permit is issued annually to collect wild stock for transfer to the hatchery or farm. I will talk about these again later. ADF&G charges no fees for the three permits mentioned here, except in the case of an Aquatic Farm Operation transfer or renewal after 10 years for $100.
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Presentation Notes
This flow chart describes the ADF&G processing of joint agency application leading to an Aquatic Farm Operation Permit. The first step is to complete a joint-agency application, submitted with app fee to DNR.  DNR and ADF&G review the application together to determine if there is any required information missing or needs further clarification. Once an application is complete, DNR will post a 20 Day Agency Review notice. ADF&G begins its preliminary review of the application. If department review results in any concerns or conflicts, the department will work with the applicant to find ways to mitigate those concerns, if possible.  Once DNR issues a lease, ADF&G makes a final decision within 30 days on the proposal. There is an appeal option if the operation permit is denied. However, by this point most conflicts have been resolved and if DNR has gone ahead and issued the lease, it is very unlikely that ADF&G would deny the operation permit. 



WHAT MATERIALS ARE REQUIRED TO APPLY FOR AN 
AQUATIC FARM OPERATION PERMIT?
1. A COMPLETED JOINT-AGENCY APPLICATION 

2. ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS 

a. General Location Map (USGS)

b. Detailed Location Map (NOAA CHART)

c. Site Plan Map 

d. Cross Sectional Diagram(s)

e. Detailed Drawing(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will now go through the joint agency application and describe what materials are required to apply for a DNR lease and ADF&G Aquatic Farm operation permit.First is the application itself. This application was redone last year and it is much improved compared to the older version. There is a wonderful fillable PDF version available on the DNR website or linked through the NOAA Permitting Portal.Along with the application, several maps and diagrams are required. a. The general location map is a larger scaled USGS map showing the surrounding area. b. The detailed location map uses the NOAA nautical chart of a smaller scale showing more detail with boundaries of each farm parcel with coordinates on each corner.  c. The site plan map is an overhead view with details including, but not limited to, boundaries of each farm parcel, distance between parcels, anchoring systems, equipment and support facilities dimensions, locations of eelgrass, kelp beds and anadromous streams. d. Cross-sectional diagrams include distance from bottom of gear, structures or anchoring systems to ocean bottom at mean low tide. e.  Detailed drawings are for support facilities, equipment and gear showing dimensions and identifying construction materials. On the ADF&G web site there are a couple helpful map and cross-sectional diagrams examples. The requirements for each of the maps is listed in the application document. Make sure that each of these requirements is met, or the application may be considered incomplete. This may include a legend and scale, N directional arrow, parcel point labels, and depth. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AOOS Mariculture Map is an online tool to help prospective aquatic farmers choose a site location. Various map layers are available to help make informed decisions when picking a site. The Mariculture Map also has preloaded features that can be used to create the maps required for the State of Alaska joint agency application and US Army Corps application.  You can choose the drop down of creating your general location map, detailed location map or site plan map and the base map and application requirement features are automatically loaded into the mapping tool. 



APPLICATION PROJECT DESCRIPTION QUESTIONS

• Culture Method
• Husbandry techniques
• Maintenance and monitoring
• Anti-fouling and management of incidental species
• Snapshot of annual activities

• Culture Gear and Equipment
• Installation/Removal Schedule

• Seed Acquisition Plan
• Harvest – frequency and methods
• Support Facilities
• Gear storage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several questions on the application that are part of an overall Project Description. Remember to describe each type of species intending to be cultured. If you are planning on multiple kelp species, they can be summarized into a single description. If you are planning on doing oysters and kelp, then two cycles must be described. The project description narrative helps demonstrate technical and operational feasibility to satisfy the review and determination regulatory criteria stated earlier (5 AAC 41.240 (a)(5)).The Project Description in the applications asks the following questions:Culture Method: How do you intend on growing your species? What husbandry techniques will you use? How often will you visit site for maintenance and monitoring? How do you intend on keeping your gear and product free from fouling and incidental species? When will you plant seed, rotate gear, transfer to other methods of growing?Culture gear: How much and what type of gear do you intend on installing? This includes anchors and buoys. What is your 10-year plan for installation of gear? Start small and work up to full site potential? Will you be installing and removing gear annually? This can be very important to address concerns with overlapping seasons with existing traditional uses in the area of the proposed farm. Seed Acquisition: Have you researched where you will be obtaining your seed from?Harvest: How frequently will you harvest and by what methods?Support facilities: Will you have a work float, float house, or processing facility? Separate fees for ADNR. ADEC involved for food processing.Where will the gear be stored when not in use? Adjust upland use will need to be included as part of the DNR lease.



CONSIDERATIONS FOR KELP AQUATIC FARMING
GENETIC PRECAUTIONARY APPROACH

To minimize the risk of genetic 
or disease impacts on wild 
populations, hatchery-
cultivated macroalgae 
seedstock may only be out 
planted within 50 km (by 
water) of the broodstock 
(parent) collection site. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to lack of information about aquatic plant population structure and distributions, ADF&G is taking a precautionary approach to where kelp broodstock can be acquired in relation the farm site to minimize risk of genetic or disease impacts on wild populations of aquatic plants. The current genetic policy is that the broodstock, or parent plants, must be collected within 50 km by water to out-planting farm site and consist of 50 individual plants. All the kelp blades do not need to be collected from one spot. It is preferred that the collection be distributed among kelp beds within range to promote genetic diversity. This operating procedure will likely be in place until the department has a better understanding of the genetic distribution of natural wild populations of macroalgae.



MORE PERMITS!
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED AFTER YOU GET YOUR AFOP?

• Check with US Army Corps of Engineers

• Check with Local Authorities (City and Boroughs/Parks)

• Check with ADEC

• F&G Aquatic Stock Acquisition Permit – for wild stock collection to 
facility

• F&G Stock Transport Permit – for transport from facility to facility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you receive your DNR lease and AFOP, you may still need other permissions. Make sure you are checking with the US Army Corps of Engineers for a letter of permission or if you fall under a general permit. It is recommended you do this after you have at least reached the preliminary decision from DNR to avoid any changes to the USACE permit/application. If you are planning on selling any product for consumption straight from your farm site, check with ADEC to see what type of water sampling you will need for water quality determination or food handling permits. Once you are ready to put gear in the water, you will need to acquire seed from a hatchery or another permitted farm site. For kelp, you will need to be in contact with a facility that will agree to make the seeded lines for you. You may need to collect the appropriate adult kelp blades for them, but the hatchery is the responsible entity for getting and reporting collections for the stock acquisition permit. Your farm will need a stock transport permit to transfer the seeded lines from the hatchery to your farm site. ADF&G has recently launched the new My Farm portal which allows aquatic farm and hatchery permit holders to log in and see the details of their operation permit, to apply for or view issued stock transport permits or acquisition permits, and to submit annual report information. This is a very user-friendly site that will enable streamlining of these F&G processes.



OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR AQUATIC FARMERS

• Annual report is due January 31 each year.

• Any changes to add species, gear, or acreage require an 
amendment.

• Keep in touch with support groups

• Alaska Shellfish Growers Association (includes aquatic plant farmers)

• UAF Sea Grant 

• NOAA

• Alaska Mariculture Alliance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you are in operation, an annual report needs to be filed by January 31st each year. This will be done through the new My Farm portal for the first time in January 2023. Traditional forms can also be found online and will also be sent out to farmers by either email or mail by request. If you want to add species, gear, or acreage you will need to ament your AFOP and possibly your DNR lease. Keep in touch with various other farmers and support groups that can share issues and ideas, promote farm to table sales or even let you know about funding opportunities. I am sure you will hear about many of these throughout this webinar.  



WHAT IS THE CURRENT BREAKDOWN 
OF ISSUED AQUATIC FARM PERMITS?

Type Number Percent Acres Percent

Shellfish Only 32 (43) 37% (49%) 321.19 (345.89) 26% (28%)

Kelp Only 23 (22) 26% (25%) 612.11 (599.06) 50% (49%)

Combination 26 (17) 30% (20%) 297.18 (270.82) 24% (22%)

Hatcheries 6 (5) 7% (6%) 0.19 (0.46) 0%

Total 87 (87) 1230.67 (1216.23)

2021 numbers are in parenthesis for comparison.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the breakdown of current aquatic farms? Currently there are 87 issued aquatic farm operation permits, 6 of them are hatcheries. �I left last year’s numbers in parenthesis so you can see the trend in permit change. While the total number of permits is the same compared to this same time last year, there is a shift from shellfish only farms to now being polyculture. This could mean addition of mussels or another shellfish, but this is mostly due to the addition of aquatic plant species. Combination farms includes oyster farmers that sell natural set aquatic plants, not necessarily seeded line kelp cultivation. Shellfish only used to be half of the issued permits, but now the 3 types are distributed more evenly. Half the acreage is still for kelp farms. Shellfish only can mean oysters, littleneck clams, geoducks, or mussels. In 2021, 11 new kelp only operation permits were issued and 2 of them being 100+ acres. 2022 has only had a couple leases and permits get finalized. However, of those permits that were issued in 2021, they were late in the year so gear was unlikely to be deployed until this fall. Harvest will not be until spring 2023 and reported in 2024. So data on production increases will be hard to see for a few years yet. 



WHERE ARE THE CURRENT
AQUATIC FARMS?

Type Number Percent Acres Percent

Southcentral 29 36% 261.85 21%

Southeast 42 52% 655.54 53%

Westward 10 12% 313.09 25%

Total 81 1230.48

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a breakdown of where the currently permitted aquatic farms are located, not including hatcheries. You can see that while the Westward region only accounts for 12% of the permits, but they account for 25% of the acreage due to the large size of the farms. These are mostly kelp farms. Westward includes Kodiak and the Alaska Peninsula/Aleutians. 



WHAT IS THE CURRENT BREAKDOWN 
OF PENDING APPLICATIONS?

Type Number Percent Acres Percent

Shellfish Only 5 12% 574.21 6%

Kelp Only 31 74% 8207.36* 92%

Combination 6 14% 120.64 1%

Hatcheries 0 0% 0 0%

Total 42 8902.21

* One application is for 6,740 acres. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the breakdown of pending applications. There are 42 applications currently in some sort of phase of processing. Anywhere from waiting for the applicant to provide additional information on the application, to the very last steps and being finalized soon. Not all applications become approved permits. Some wind up with too many conflicts and get withdrawn. Parcel sizes can change with agency recommendation, or applicant changes mind.  Some of these applications are 4 years old and are looking to be closed by ADNR. There is one 2022 application that is for 6,740 acres that is throwing off the scale of this. It is already in negotiations to be much smaller footprint to start off with to have proof of concept before possibly amending to become a larger site. 



WHAT IS THE CURRENT BREAKDOWN 
OF PENDING APPLICATIONS?

Type Number Percent Acres Percent

Shellfish Only 5 12% 574.21 27%

Kelp Only 30 73% 1467.78* 68%

Combination 6 15% 120.64 6%

Hatcheries 0 0% 0 0%

Total 41 2162.63

* With removal of one anomaly.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the breakdown of pending applications removing the one anomaly. You can see that that kelp only applications make up 73% of the applications and about 68% of the proposed acreage. Remember, the current total issued acreage was 1,234.48 so there is potential to almost triple the existing acreage for aquatic farms if all these applications were approved. 



WHERE ARE THE POTENTIAL AQUATIC FARMS?

Type Number Percent Acres Percent

Southcentral 15 (7) 36% (24%) 642.02 (278.4) 21%

Southeast 16 (14) 38% (48%) 7,648.6 (683.73) 51%

Westward 11 (8) 26% (28%) 611.59 (375.23) 28%

Total 42 (29) 1337.36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the where the remaining aquatic farm applications are located and with last year’s data at this same point in time in parenthesis. Again also including the very large application in the mix. I also want to remind that this comparison is not all new applications. This is the total of what remains in the queue dating from 2018-2022. Some have been withdrawn, some issued and then adding in the 19 applications from the 2022 opening period. 



APPLICATIONS FROM 2016-2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a snapshot of the trend of applications received in the past 7 years. The previous 15 years had typically less than 10 applications a year. In 2022, we had a highest number of applications at 22 (19 farms and 2 hatcheries) since 2005. And prior to 2016, there were no cultivated aquatic plant aquatic farm operation permits. All aquatic plants sales previously had been from natural set on gear and equipment.



WHAT IS AN AQUATIC RESOURCE PERMIT?

• Permit required to collect, transport, possess, propagate, export 
from the state, or release into the waters or lands of the state, any 
aquatic organisms as part of a program for scientific, educational, 
or propagative purposes, conservation purposes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Switching gears, I will now be talking about Aquatic Resource Permits. These permits are for research or educational purposes. A permit is required to collect, transport, possess, propagate, export from the state, or release into the waters or lands of the state, any aquatic organisms as part of a program for scientific, educational, or propagative purposes, conservation purposes. 



TYPES OF AQUATIC RESOURCE PERMITS

Collection and Holding: to 
collect, transport, possess 
species

e.g. aquariums, research projects, 
minnow trapping, beach seine, 
tagging

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 2 types of Aquatic Resource Permits, or ARPs. The first is the basic collection and holding, which includes everything from doing beach seining with live release, to genetic sampling, tagging and release, sacrifice of species for PSP testing, invasive species monitoring, and holding in aquaria for display.



TYPES OF AQUATIC RESOURCE PERMITS

Propagative Projects: to collect, transport, spawn and release species
Classroom incubation – up to 500 eggs or one spawning pair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second type of ARP are propagative projects. And with that, there are 3 levels of propagative permits. The first are small scale classroom incubation where schools get 500 eggs or less from either their own egg take or coordinating with a local hatchery to get eggs. Depending on the source of the eggs, fry may be released at the egg-take location, or into an approved land locked lake used for SF stocking. 



TYPES OF AQUATIC RESOURCE PERMITS

Propagative Projects: to collect, transport, spawn and release species
Vocational, technical, post-secondary school – up to 50,000 eggs, or 
equivalent invertebrate or aquatic plants to meet objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second type of propagative projects are vocational permits for technical or post secondary schools and a little bit larger scale that allows up to 50,000 eggs or some equivalent if doing non-fish species. There are a small handful of schools that participate around the state each year and conduct their own egg takes for this. This picture is from Unalaska.



TYPES OF AQUATIC RESOURCE PERMITS

Propagative Projects: to collect, transport, spawn and release species
Propagative research – for accredited institutes of higher learning, federal, 
state, local, or tribal entities to conduct research involving fish, invertebrates, 
or aquatic plants. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third type of propagative permits are propagative research. This type is limited to qualifying entities to conduct larger scale propagative projects. This can include fish, invertebrates, or aquatic plants.



ARP REQUIREMENTS

• Permits are good for one year.

• Collection report and research report due.

• Anything collected or propagated under an ARP cannot be bartered, 
traded, sold, consumed!

• Resultant progeny are common property.

• No propriety rights to site location.

• Oysters can now be used for research purposes!

• Permits and reports are public information.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permits are good for one year and can be flexible. Can either be calendar year or school year.Collection report is due 1 month after expiration, research report is due 6 months after expiration. Does not need to be a peer reviewed scientific paper, but something showing procedures, methods and results from the study.IMPORTANT: anything collected or resultant progeny of projects cannot be bartered, traded, sold or consumed. Progeny are common property and not exclusive to the permit holder. Permits and reports are public information.Test sites do not give propriety rights to a location. Newly passed regulation allows for Pacific oysters to be used for research purposes. 



QUESTIONS?
For additional assistance, please contact: 
Aquaculture Section/Division of Commercial Fisheries
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 115526, Juneau, AK 99811-5526
Aquatic Farming email: dfg.dcf.aquaticfarming@alaska.gov
Aquatic Resource Permit email: dfg.fmpd.permitcoordinator@alaska.gov

(907) 465-4724 - michelle.morris2@alaska.gov
(907) 465-4235 - garold.pryor@alaska.gov
Fax: (907) 465-4168

Aquatic Farming:
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=fishingaquaticfarming.main
Aquatic Resource Permit: 
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=otherlicense.aquatic_overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you need any other information relating to the aquatic farm permitting, please feel free to contact Michelle Morris or Flip Pryor. Contact information and the ADF&G website is listed on this slide along with a link to the application page.Thank you!
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